How Can I Help?

PLAN A 9/11 EVENT!
If you would like advice about planning a 9/11 event with videos, speakers, or other arrangements, please contact Jim Fetzer by email at jfetzer@umn.edu or by phone at (608) 835-2707. To familiarize yourself with the basic issues, review my Powerpoint, "Was 9/11 an Inside Job?", and the other sources listed there.

CALL IN TO A TALK SHOW!
Zan Overall outlines the advantages of using talk radio as an opportunity to get the word out, even when you are dealing with a hostile host! The first time you try it may cause anxiety, but remember that your opinion counts as much as that of the next American. Speak out and help save your country!

START A CHAIN REACTION!
Send the following links to at least two friends, asking them to send them to at least two friends as well. When all is said and done, everyone linked to anyone here will have them. Better yet, take 9/11 DVDs to your local community access television stations and ask them to play them. That should do the trick!

Was 9/11 an "Inside Job"?

AN INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM
DEBUNKING THE "WAR ON TERROR":
THREE PERSPECTIVES

To view Part 1 (Fetzer)

The "war on terror" has been justified by 9/11, by religious and moral arguments, and by political persuasion. These speakers will address the crucial arguments for war: Have we been told the truth about 9/11? Do religion and morality support these wars? Does an analysis of the political language employed to justify them reveal a hidden agenda? They will demonstrate that the "war on terror" is a complete and unjustifiable fraud.

EXPERT SPEAKERS and POLITICAL COMMENTATORS:

Ken O'Keefe (Ireland/Palestine), Master of Ceremonies
James Fetzer (US), Founder, Scholars for 9/11 Truth "Are wars in Iraq and Afghanistan justified by 9/11?"
Kevin Barrett (US), Co-Founder, Muslims for 9/11 Truth "Islam, Neoconservatism, and the Unwarranted 'War on Terror'
Gilad Atzmon (UK), Jazz Musician and Political Commentator "From Promised Land to Promised Planet: Zionism and Neoconservatism"

6:30-9:30 PM, 14 JULY 2010, FRIENDS HOUSE
(OPPOSITE EUSTON STATION)

ADMISSION: £5 ON DOOR FROM 6:00 PM

Zero (video)
Missing Links (video)
9/11 Mysteries (video)
7/7 Ripple Effect (video)
9/11 Ripple Effect (video)
Bringing the Truth Home (video)
Judy Wood at Cooper Union (video)
Loose Change 2nd edition RECUT (video)
"9/11 Revisited: Were explosives used?" (video)

David Ray Griffin, "9/11: The Myth and the Reality" (video)

9/11: What We Know Now that We Didn't Know Then (video)

Religious, political, and moral dimensions of 9/11 (video)

9/11 Truth: Podcast with David Ray Griffin (audio)

Thanks for your support and concern. We can do it together!

Jim James H. Fetzer Founder Scholars for 9/11 Truth

PHILOSOPHY 9/11: What Could a Professor Contribute?
James H. Fetzer, Ph.D.